S&E Distributors now distributing the new Coolant +
Brake Fluid Test Strips
In a new agreement, S&E Distributors has agreed to begin distributing the Coolant + Brake Fluid
Test Strips available from Phoenix Systems. These test strips allow shops to test both coolant
and brake fluid quickly and affordably when servicing customer vehicles.
St. George, UT (PRWEB) December 23, 2015 -- S&E Distributors will be offering a new product to
their customers in 2016 with the addition of Phoenix Systems' Coolant + Brake Fluid Test Strips,
an innovative product that provides a cost-effective way for shops to test these important fluids
and provide customers with better service. Through the distribution agreement, S&E Distributors
will be offering the test strips to its quick lube and auto repair companies throughout the United
States.
Through the agreement S&E will be offering its customers Coolant + Brake Fluid Test Strips, a
double-ended test strip that tests both coolant and brake fluid to determine if they need to be
replaced. The strips provide automotive technicians with visual evidence of the quality of the fluid,
increasing authority and customer service for them as they educate customers about the need for
replacement.
This is not the first time S&E has taken on a Phoenix System product. S& E has partnered with
Phoenix System to distribute its products since November of 2012. This year it will add the
Coolant + Brake Fluid Test Strips to continue in its goal of providing quality products and superior
customer service to its customers.
"We are thrilled to offer Coolant + Brake Fluid Test Strips to S&E Distributors and their
customers," said a Phoenix Systems spokesperson. "S&E has such a great reputation in the
automotive service industry, and adding our newest product to their lineup will be a great fit."
The S&E team also expressed excitement over the distribution partnership. "Our customers have
loved the other Phoenix Systems products we have offered, especially the Brake Strip testing
strips," said Sean Malmstrom of S&E. "Now, the newest test strips offer one strip that will test
both coolant and brake fluid, saving time and money for the shops that come to us for products.
We feel that our customers will appreciate this new product, as it will help their bottom lines and
their customer service."

About Phoenix Systems

Phoenix Systems, the makers of Brake Fluid and Coolant Test Strip Technology, focus on
creating the innovative products that automotive technicians need to perform their jobs well. With
over a dozen patents for its industry-leading products, Phoenix Systems is leading the way in
bringing new, innovative products to the automotive industry. Learn more
at www.brakebleeder.com.
About S&E Distribution

S&E distribution provides a one-stop shop for automotive industry products. With same-day
shipping and easy terms, S&E Distribution helps modern repair shops and automotive supply
stores provide their customers with superior service. To learn more about S&E,
visit www.selubeproducts.com.

	
  

